The title of the quiz will be displayed in the course page. You can use description to give a general introduction to the quiz.

If needed, choose the time participants may take the quiz and how much time they have for it.

Select passing grade and how much attempts participants have here.

Choose the amount of questions per page/Click "show more" to choose whether participants may go back and forth between questions, or a closed sequence.

Select whether answers should be shuffled, and if students need to submit each question and immediately get feedback, or after submitting the full quiz.

See bottom of this page for an elaborate explanation on which button does what.

How the interface of the quiz looks during the taking of the quiz.

Do not use!

Not needed

After the quiz is done, the overall feedback can be used to comment on the final score. Set up a grade boundary between various feedback if you’d like.

No need to change

See "Course structure and progress" for more information.

Not needed